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SUMMARY 

With the advent of advanced digital techniques it has been 
rendered possible, necessity of which has long since been 
recognised, to develop a computer based man-machine interface and 
hence an expert system based on knowledge based decision making 
for operator support in the control rooms of nuclear plants. The 
Multilevel Flo* Modelling method developed at RISO Laboratories, 
Denmark, has been applied in the present experiment to model 
Italian PEC reactor and to verify applicability of this method in 
plant state identification. In MFM method functional structure 
of a process plant is described in terms of a set of interrelated 
mass and energy flow structures on different levels of physical 
aggregation. 

RIASSUNTO 

'ê .̂ er.za e. ir. valide sistema "' . itera* one uomo-maceri-ria 
- ùelle ?: •;• '•»!*,*'• iche evit-e i v- ia.L ' incidente di Three 

v: - :r;Sla".'.1 ".e.. a.i.̂.'.u dei cor.:.::.- <*• i. imj-ia-.ti nucleari. 
O-jg. 1 ' Ì-SC estensivo di tecniche informatiche ìvar?a'€ consente 
di soddisfare questa necessita', permettendo la realizzazione di 
sistemi intelligenti in grado di guidare i'operatore nei diversi 
processi decisionali legati al controllo di impianti complessi. 
In quest'ottica il metodo dei Multilevel Flow Modelling, 
sviluppato in Danimarca nei Riso National Laboratories, e' stato 
utilizzato nei presente esperimento per creare un modella del 
reattore veloce P.E.C. e per verificare l'appiicabilta' dei 
suddetto metodo neil'identificazione dello stato di funzionamento 
di un impianto nucleare. Nel Multilevel Flow Modelling la 
struttura funzionale di un impianto nucleare viene descritta in 
termini dei flussi di massa e di energia in esso individuabili a 
diversi livelli di aggregazione fisica. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The job of an operator in a process plant is to ensure safe 
operation of the plant which means to keep the plant running 
without any risk to the environment and the equipment. 

In the present day control rooms of process plants e.g. 
nuclear power plants, well defined functions are automated or 
stereotyped rules are available in the operating procedures for 
these situations but if some situations occur which have not been 
predefined, the operator is expected to adapt to the situation 
and cope with it by his experience and knowledge of the process. 
If we look at the large amount of information, presented -_J the 
operator in a control room, which he has to process TI»?, a:./, it 
becomes obvious how difficult the operator's job is. 

Many efforts are being made in the development of a computer 
based man-machine interface which processes a large quantity of 
data but with presentation of relevant information m an 
unambiguous concise form which helps the operator in taking 
proper decisions in a given situation. 

Information processing methods for man-machine interface may 
be based on design principles of fault tree analysis, cause 
consequence diagrams etc. or universal laws of conservation of 
mass and energy. The first two principles envisage and simulate 
(probably) all possible disturbances and their propagation which 
the designers have identified as part of their design but the 
last design principle takes care of unforeseen situations also. 
Based on this principle, concept of multilevel flow modelling has 
been developed at RISO Laboratories Denmark, which has been 
applied in the present work. 

MULTILEVEL PLOW MODELLING 

In Multilevel Flow Modelling (MFM) the functional structure 
of a process plant is described in terms of a set of interrelated 
mass and energy flow structures on different levels of physical 
aggregation (LI1-.D M. 1981). The functional structure of a plant 
and it's subsystems is represented by a limited set of basic flow 
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functions interconnected to give functional network called flow 
structure. In MFM it is important to make a correct choice of 
components/subsystems into physical aggregation as it should 
represent the functional considerations which reflect process 
designers intentions. 

The basic flow functions which are used in constructing 
flow structures are defined below; 

the 

BASIC FLOW 
FUNCTIONS 

SYMBOL DEFINITION 

Source/Sink 

Transport 
function 

• 
o 

Storage 
function 

Balance/ 
Distribution 
function 

Barrier 
function 

Support 
function 

o 

The source/sink function represent 
property of the system to act as 
an infinite reservoir/drain of 
mass or energy. 

The transport function represents 
property of a system to provide 
transport of mass or energy 
between two other systems. A 
transport function is 
characterised by a performance 
parameter indicating the rate of 
flow of mass or energy 
transferred. 

The storage function represents 
property of a system to function 
as an accumulator of mass or 
energy. it is characterized by a 
performance parameter indicating 
mass or energy accumulated. 

The balance function represents 
property of a system to provide 
a balance between the total rates 
of incoming and outgoing flows. 
The performance parameter is a 
vector charaterizing the ratio 
between rates of individual 
incoming/outgoing and total 
incoming/outgoing flows. 

The barrier function represents 
property of a system to prevent 
the transfer of mass or energy 
between two other systems. 

The support function represents 
property of a system to provide 
condition necessary to allow 
another system to perform it's 
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function. The performance 
parameter associated with the 
support function is the variable 
defined by the condition to be 
provided. In the displays for the 
present work this symbol is not 
used but instead name of the flow 
structure (represented by a 
letter) which provides the support 
function has been used. 

Support 
condition 

A support condition describes the 
condition to be satisfied in order 
to ensure that a flow function 
exists.It can be associated with 
any of the first five flow 
functions. 

Performance 
Requirement 

Cotrol 
function 

The performance requirement repre
sents a condition to be satisfied 
by performance parameter related 
to a flow function. The 
requirement is expressed in terms 
of a predicate which should be 
true. 

This function describes that a 
function can be controlled. 

The basic modelling concepts of MFM and it's use as a 
disturbance diagnostic tool are described by an example. Fig.1.1 
shows a system in which there are a cascade of tanks and a fluid 

Fig. 1.1 
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is to be transferred from initial to the final tank. Here we 
take only a section of the system which has been marked by two 
vertical lines. It is a mass transfer system and in terms of 
basic flow functions we can represet it as shown in Fig.1.2. At 
level-1 the system has been represented as a mass flow structure. 
The liquid is flowing from some source to a sink. 

o Level 1 

F i J i Fi»i Ti»i Fi*2 

OOOOOJH Level 2 

PWER SUPPLY 

rm DRIVE 

Level 3 

PIPIW M HVOMULIC CIRCUIT 

Fig. 1.2 
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The transport function at level-1 can be decomposed as shown 
at level-2 where all the flow functions have been related to the 
individual components of the system. The associated control 
constraint for this level so that level-1 truaily represents the 
systen is that F=Fi=Fi+l=Fi+2 (F is the reference value), we can 
say that this is the functional specification for the functional 
goal at level-1. It could be inferred that the function at 
level-1 is the goal for function at level-2 which provides 
necessary specifications for this goal to be achieved. The 
transport functions at level-2 can be decomposed at level-3 as 
shown. The control constraint for (e.g.) second transport 
function could be that the rotational velocity Vi+1 of pump Pi+1 
be equal to Vo whereas vo is the specified velocity, for 
particular pump Pi+1, which will ensure that Fi«-1=F. Similar 
explanation can be given for other pumps. It may be noted here 
that level-2 sets the goal for level-3 which provides necessary 
specification for the level above (The ~oal for the third level 
is the functional specification for level-1). Generally we can 
say that a flow function povides necessary functional 
specifications for -he flow functions a level above which set 
goals for the functions at this level. In this way a Multilevel 
Flow Model can be constructed resulting m a hierarchy which 
represents goals and specifications of the sysram describing it 
at different levels of pnysical aggregation which are .a.sally 
related to one another based on process design .nter.fionv 

e 
0 
o 

e 

•HY 

«HAT 

search for 

reasons y 
«HY 

HOV 

Fig. 1.3 
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If we consider three consective levels in a multilevel model 
of a system, as for example in Fig.1.3 levels-1,1-1 and 1-2, the 
flow function at level-I will describe WHY this function is 
required. Level 1-3 will describe HOW the fuction at level-I is 
establisned and level 1-2 will relate to WHAT is going on m the 
plant subsystem considered. The triple of WHY, WHAT and HOW can 
be shifted up or down as the subsystem changes as shown in 
Fig. 1.3. This causal relation of WHY, WHAT and HOW in a 
multilevel flow model is the key to the search strategy for plant 
state identification in functional terms LIND M.1982). We move 
downward m search of causes of disturbances and upward in search 
of system goals. The MFM methodology has been used in the 
present experiment for modelling Itiian fast test reactor called 
PEC. The description of this reactor is provided in chapter-2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. PEC REACTOR AND IT'S MFM MODEL 

PEC is the Italian fast fu*»1, element test reactor of 116 MW 
which is very briefly described here. 

2.1.1 REACTOR (Fig.2.1) 

Heat produced in the core is carried awa/ by two parallel 
primary circuits, called north and south by virtue of there 
position, of liquid sodium and is transferred to the secondary 
sodium in two sodium/sodium intermediate heat exchangers IHX>. 
The heat carried by the secondary circuit is lost *o the 
atmosphere through twc groups of sodium/air heat exchangers of 
three exchangers each. The two primary circuì - are 
semi-integrated type. Primary sodium after extract, ig • •.' from 
the core travels toward *h«? ho*- ends of the two IHX- a: ..asses 
through them in countercurre-n to the secondary sodijir *.. <*hich 
it transfers it's heat. Af-er leaving the two IHXs primary 
sodium enters a component vessel and mixes with the mass of 
sodium present in this vessel. The IHXs are situated in the 
component vessel. in the same vessel two variable speed 
centrifugal pumps are also installed. The presence of a noteable 
quantity of sodium in the component vessel prevents any rapid 
transients in the temperature of primary sodium at reactor vessel 
inlet. 

Two secondary circuits are closed and independent of each 
other. Forced circulation of sodium in each secondary circuit is 
realized by a variable speed centrifugal pump. Secondary sodium 
in each circuit, after leaving the IHX passes through a group of 
three sodium/air HXs working in parallel, releases it's heat into 
the atmosphere and returns again to the IHXs. Forced circulation 
of air by a ventilator and natural circulation because of 
temperature difference at the upper and lower ends, removes heat 
from the secondary sodium and releases it into the atmosphere. 
Orientation of vanes of the ventilator could be varied to change 
the flow rate of air according to the requirement. The free 
space in the reactor and component vessel is filled with argon 
gas which is in comunication in the two vessels. 
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Parallel to the principal cooling circuits, there is an 
emergency cooling circuit which is always in operation (Pig 2.2). 
A small percentage of the power produced in the core is carried 
by the emergency circuit and lost to the secondary sodium in a 
sodium/sodium intermediate heat exchanger. Forced circulation of 
sodium in . the primary emergency circuit is realized by an 
electromagnetic pump. Sodium in the primary emergency circuit 
after leaving the IHX comes to the electromagnetic pump which 
circulates it towards the reactor vessel. This sodium mixes with 
the primary sodium of the principal south circuit before entering 
the reacter vessel. The outlet level of primary sodium of 
emergency circuit is a little lower than upper end of the fuel 
elements in the core, therefore even if there is some loss of 
coolant in the reacter, the emergency cooling circuit continues 
functioning. The secondary sodium of the emergency circuit 
extracts heat from the primary sodium while passing through the 
IHX and releases it into the atmosphere in a sodium/air HX. 
Secondary sodium, after losing it's heat into the atmosphere 
comes toward the electromagnetic pump which circulates it back to 
the IHX and this cycle continues. Flow rate of air in the 
sodium/air HX is controlled like sodium/air KXs in the principal 
secondary circuits. 

2.1.2 TEST CHANNELiFig 2.3) 

In the center of the core a test channel is installed which 
has the capacity to receive one tes^ fuel element and it has it's 
cwn independent cooling circu.c Sodi" tbe primary cooling 
circuit of the test channel, af'.ei extracting heat from the core, 
leaves from the upper section of the test channel and travels to 
the sodium/sodium IHX where it transfers it's heat to the 
secondary sodium which is flowing in counter-current to it. 
After leaving the IHX, primary sodium enters a component vessel 
and mixes with the mass of sodium present ir. it. From the 
component vessel, forced circulation of primary sodium to the 
test channel is realized by two centrifugal pumps working in 
parallel. The role of the component vessel is, as in the 
principal primary circuits, to damp any rapid variations in the 
temperature of primary sodium at the inlet of test channel. 

Secondary cooling circuit of the test channel is similar to 
the secondary circuit of the emergency circuit. Secondary sodium 
after extracting heat from the primary sodium in the IHX, travels 
to the sodium/air HX where it releases it's heat to the 
atmosphere and is circulated back to the IHX by an 
electromagnetic pump. 

2.2 MFM MODEL OF PEC REACTOR 

A brief descrption of PEC reactor has been given above and 
based on the MFM modelling technique explained in chapter 1, an 
MFM model will be developed in the foregoing discussion. In 
modelling PEC for the present experiment, only safety goal has 
been considered. The MFM model of PEC reactor has been 
constructed by 23 interrelated flew structures (Fig.2.4). Choice 
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of the aggregation of subsystems and equipments for the flow 
strutures is determined by the functional goal to be achieved by 
that aggregation and the functional goal is determined by the 
process design intentions. The interrelation amongst different 
flow structures is the same causal link of WHY, WHAT and HOW 
explained in chapter 1. 

In the following these 23 flow structrures have been 
explained which will provide an insight into how this model nas 
been developed. These diagrams have been given names of Node-A, 
Node-B etc. which show the information presented to the 
operator. In the left upper corner the functional description of 
the structure is written i.e. what this structure is about, in 
the middle of the display the flow structure with support 
conditions is shown which gives, in functional terms, what is 
going on m the aggregation of physical subsystems chosen. In 
the lower left portion the MFM network of PEC is shown. On the 
right side of the upper portion the dynamic information is 
presented which gives the current state of the system considered. 

Node-A 

This diagram shows the overall safety goal for the plant. 
The safety goal for a nuclear plant is to prevent release of 
radioactive material from the plant core to the environment. The 
plant cor.? .-.ere includes reactor ano test channel. The diagram 
:r. N'ode-A shews the transport of radioactive material from core 
\z the er.v.ronment. 

The plant core is source of radioactive material which is to be 
prevented from travelling to the primaries, the secondaries and 
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then to the environment. As can be seen in the diagram, the 
plant core is represented by a source function and there is a 
barrier function between the source and the primary circuits 
which are represented by storage function. The barrier function 
blocks the flow of radioactive material from the source to the 
primaries. This barrier function is conditioned by a support 
condition associated by a perfon. ance parameter Tel clad 
temperature) to be under certain limit. For this experiment it 
is supposed that this condition is available as long as Tp and 
Ttcp, temperatures of principal primary inlet and test channel 
primary inlet, remain under specified limits as there is a linear 
relation between Tel and Tp and Ttcp (this assumption is 
necessary as there is no provision for measurement of Tel). If 
this barrier breaks the primaries act as storage. Then there is 
a barrier between primaries and the secondaries. This barrier is 
conditioned by two support conditions Tp and Ttcp. This barrier 
is available if these support conditions are satisfied i.e. 
these temperatures remain under certain limits.. The support 
conditions are provided by the support functions at the lower 
level in diagrams B and C. If the support conditions are not 
satisfied the barrier breaks and the radioactive mater:al passes 
to the secondaries which act as stoarge. Then again there is a 
barrier between the secondaries and environment. This barrier is 
available if the support conditions associated with this barrier 
function are satisfied i.e. Tso 'temperature at the inlet of IHX 
in secondary circuit», Iseo temperature at inlet of IHX m 
secondary emergency circuit' and Ttcso (temperature at the inlet 
of IHX in test channel secondary ciruit) are within certain 
limits. These conditions are provided by the support functions 
at the lower level in diagrams D , E and P respectively. If any 
of the conditions is not satisfied this barrier breaks and 
radioactive material will be released into the atmosphere which 
is shown as a sink function in this diagram. 

Mode-B 

The diagram in node-B shows removal of energy from the 
reactor. The reactor acts as a source as well as a distributor 
of energy which is transported to the primary and the primary 
emergency circuits. From the primary and primary emergency 
circuits the energy is transported to secondary and secondary 
emergency circuits respectively which have been shown as sink 
functions. It can be seen that the primary and primary emergency 
circuits have been shown as storage functions because they act as 
a storage of energy if the transport functions between primaries 
and secondaries are not available. We see that transport 
functions between primaries and secondaries are conditioned by 
support conditions that Fp (flow rate of sodium in the primary) 
and Fpe (flow rate of sodium in primary emergency) are kept 
within specified limits of target values. These support 
conditions are provided by the support function a level below in 
diagram G. It may also be seen that at the upper right portion 
dynamic part of the display is shown which gives the dynamic 
value of the parameter Tp and if we see a level above this is the 
performance requirement for barrier function between primaries 
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and secondaries to be available. Tri is parameter will be within 
limits if all the energy from the primaries is transported to the 
secondaries ar.d this .5 possible ">niy if the support conditions 
for the transport functicr.s are sat.stied which are provided by 
support functions a level below in diagram G. So we see how a 
flow function at a level is conditioned by the flow functions at 
levels below and aiso tnat the flow functions at a level are 
goals for the functions a levei below. 
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Mode-C 

The diagram in node-C shows the removal of energy from test 
channel. The test channel acts as a source of anergy which is 
transported to the test channel primary and then to the 
secondary. If transport function between primary and the 
secondary is not available, the primary circuit acts as a storage 
function. The performance parameter to ensure that all the 
energy from the test channel primary has been transported to the 
secondary is that Ttcp (temperature of primary sodium at the 
inlet of test channel) remains within specified limits of target 
value. If we see a level above xn node-A this is the other 
condition for barrier function between primaries and secondaries 
to be available. The transport function between test channel 
primary and secondary is conditioned by a support conaition 
associated by a parameter Ftcp (sodium flow rate in test channel 
primary) which should be within specified limits of the target 
value for the transport function to be available. This condition 
is provided by the flow function a level below in node-H. 

Node-D 

The diagram in node-D describes the removal of energy from 
the principal primary circuits to the environment. Here 
principal primary circuits act as source of energy which is 
transported to the secondary from where it is transported to the 
environment, represented by a sink function. The secondary 

T 
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circuits are represented by a storage function as they act as a 
buffer in normal flow of energy and as a storage in case 
transport function between secondary and environment is not 
available- The two transport functions are conditioned by the 
support conditions vhich are available a level below in nodes-I 
and J as shown in the diagram. The performance parameter Tso 
(temperature of secondary sodium at the inlet of IHX) satisfies 
one of the conditions for the barrier between secondaries and 
environment to be avaiianble in node-A. 

Mode-E 

Diagram in node-E describes the flow of energy from primary 
to the environment. The description of the flow structure is the 
same as in node-D with tha only change chat primary and secondary 
have been replaced by primary emergency and secondary emergency 

respectively. The performance parameter Tseo (temperature of 
sodium at the inlet of IHX emergency circuit) satisfies second 
condition for the barrier between secondaries and the environment 
in node-A to exist. The two transport functions are conditioned 
by the support conditions which are available a level below m 
nodes-K and L as shown in the diagram. 

Node-P 

Diagram in node-P describes the flow of energy from test 
channel primary to the environment. The description of the flow 
structure, like node-E, is similar to node-D with the only change 
that primary and secondary have been replaced by test channel 
primary and test channel secondary respectively. The performance 
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parameter satisfies one of the conditions for the barrier 
function between secondary and environment in node-A co exist. 
The support conditions for the two transport functions are 
provided a level below in nodes-M and N as shown in the diagram. 

Mode-G 

This diagram describes the circulation of sodium in primary 
and primary emergency jircuits. This flow structure provides 
necessary support cordition for the transpoprt functions m 
node-E as is shown by the performance parameters in this diagram. 
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The reactor acts as a mass distribution function as some of the 
sodium from the reactor vessel is circulated to the two primary 
circuits and some through the primary emergency. Similarly the 
intermediate heat exchangers in the primary and primary emergency 
circuits are represented by balance functions. The performance 
parameters Fpi flow rate in the primary north , ?n2 flew rate 
in primary south' and ?pe flow rate in primary emergency 
circuit) are satisfied only if the support conditions associated 
with the transport functions are satisfied. These support 
conditions are available a levei beiow m nodes-0 and ? as shewn. 
The performance parameters satisfy necessary conditions for the 
transport functions in node-3 to exist. 

Node-H 

Diagram in node-H describes the circulation of sodium in 
test channel primary. The test channel and intermediate heat 
exchanger are represented by distribution functions. The 
performance parameter Ftcp sodium flow rate in test channel 
primary) is satisfied only if the support condition associated 
with the transport function m the diagram is satisfied. This 
conditin is provided by the flow function in r.ode-Q a level belcw 
as shown. The performance parameter satisfies necessary 
condition for the transccrt function in r.oce-C to exist. 

Mode-I 

Diagram in node-I describes the circulation of sodium in 
secondary circuit. The intermediate heat exchanger and sodium 
air heat exchangers h,.ve been represented by distribution 
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functions as the incoming and outgoing flow rates are balanced. 
The performance parameter Fs •flow rate of secondary sodium) is 
satisfied only if the support condition associated with the 
transport function in this diagram is satisfied. This condition 
is provided by the support function in node-R a level below as 
shown. The performance parameter satisfies necessary condition 
for the existence of transport function between primary and 
secondary in node-D. 

Mode-J 

This diagram describes the energy removal by air in the 
sodium air heat exchanger in secondary circuit. Secondary acts 
as a source and the environment as a sink. The transport 
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function represents the transfer of energy from secondary to the 
environment. The performance parameter Tsao (output temperature 
of air from sodium-air HX) is satisfied only if the support 
condition associated with the transport function in this diagram 
is satisfied. This condition is provided by the support function 
in node-S a level below. The performance parameter satisfies 
necessary condition for the existence of transport function 
between secondary and environment in node-D. 

Node-t' 

Diagram in this node describes the circulation of sodium in 
secondary emergency circuit. Intermediate and sodium-air heat 
exchangers have been represented by distribution functions. The 
circulation of sodium in the circuit is represented by two 
tarnsport functions. The performance parameter Fse (flow rate of 
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sodium in the secondary emergency circuit/ is satisfied only if 
the support condition associated with the transport function is 
satisfied. This condition is provided by the support function in 
node-T a level below. The performance parameter satisfies 
necessary condition for the first transport function in node-E. 

Mode-L 

Diagram in this node represents the removal of energy by air 
in the sodium-air heat exchanger in the secondary emergency 
circuit. Here secondary emergency and environment act as source 

and sink respectively. Transfer of energy from the secondary 
emergency to the environment is represented by a transport 
function. The performance parameter Tseao (output temperature of 
air in secondary emergency circuit sodium-air HX) is satisfied 
only if the support condition associated with the transport 
function is satisfied. This condition is provided by the suppor" 
function in node-U a level below. The performance parameter 
satisfies necessary condition for the second transport function 
in node-E. 

Node-M 

This diagram describes the circulation of sodium in 
secondary circuit of test channel. The test channel IHX and 
sodium-air heat exchangers have been represented by distribution 
functions. The circulation of sodium in the circuit has been 
shown by transport functions. The transport function is 
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available if the assciated support condition is satisfied. This 
condition is provided by the support function m node-X a level 
below. The performance parameter Ftcs •flew rate of sodium in 
-est channel secondary satisfies necessary condition for the 
existence zi transport function set veer, teat channel primary and 
secondary in node-?. 

Node-N 

Diagram in this node describes the removal of energy by air 
in test channel sodium-air heat exchanger. Test channel i'TC) and 
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atmosphere have been represented by source and sink functions 
respectively. Transfer of heat from TC secondary to the 
atmosphere is represented by a transport function. The transport 
function is available only if the support condition associated 
with the transport function is satisfied. This condition is 
provided by the support function ir. node-Z a level below. The 
performance parameter Ttcao < output temperature of air from 
sodium-air heat exchanger in TC secondary circuit) satisfies 
necessary condition for the existence of second transport 
function in node-F. 

Node-0 

Diagram in node-0 describes the functioning of the pumps in 
the two primary circuits. For both the pumps same flow structure 
has been shown but the dynamic part of the display for each pump 
is different. The performance parameters for this structure are 
that the pumps have certain rotational velocity which will 
satisfy the necessary condition for the existence of transport 
function between primaries and secondaries in node-G. The 
diagram shows the transformation of electrical energy into the 
kinetic energy (and heat energy) of sodium m the primary 
circuits and it's dissipation to a sink. Here the first 
transport function and the storage function represent the primary 
circuit and sink represents the heat sink for heat produced in 
the pumps. In this particular case the pumps are situated in tr.e 
component vessel which is also a part of the primary circuit, so 
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sink is also a part of primary circuit. The transport function 
is conditioned by control function. At this level we can see if 
the control on the subsystem is working or not. If velocity of 
the pump is within specified limits of the target value, the 
control on the pump is working otherwise not. As we have 
designed this system only for four levels, no support conditions 
have been associated with any of the functions in this flow 
structure. 

Now we can see that if the performance parameter in node-0 
is not within limits of the target value, this malfunction will 
be reflected in the flow structure in node-G and one of 
respective performance parameters in this node will deviate from 
the target value. This propagation will reach node-G in real 
time of propagation in the actual plant. Then this malfunction 
will propagate to node-B in real time and will be reflected in 
terms of deviation of performance parameter from the target value 
and then to node-A. so it is clear now how the flow functions at 
lower levels provide necessary conditions or specifications for 
flow functions at higher levels. In other words functions at 
higher levels are goals for functions ac lower levels which are 
the means to establish these goals. This further explains the 
relation of WHY, WHAT and HOW already mentioned in chapter 1. 

Mode-P 

This diagram describes the funtionmg of the pump in the 
primary emergency circuit. Like node-0 this flow structure shows 
the transformation of electrical energy into kinetic energy and 
heat energy) of sodium in primary emergency circuit which acts as 
an accumulator. The sink function represents cooling system for 
the pump to remove heat produced in the pump motor. 

The electromagnetic pump must have voltage within specified 
limits of the target value if the control on the pump is working. 
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If there is any problem in the functioning of the pump i.e. 
voltage of the pump is not within specified limits of the target 
value, it will be reflected in node-G as flow structure in node-P 
provides necessary condition for the existence of transport 
function between primary emergency and secondary emergency in 
node-G and. so in case of maJfunctioning of the pump the 
performance parameter for this transport function will deviate 
from the target value. This disturbance will then propagate to 
node-B and finally to node-A in real time as described above in 
the description of node-O. 



Nodes-Q, R, T and X 

Diagrams in these nodes describe functioning of the pumps m 
test channel primary, principal secondaries, emergency secondary 
and test channel secondary circuits respectively. Description of 
the flow structures is similar to the description of nodes-0 and 
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so the detail is not given here. Performance parameters for 
nodes-Q and R are velocities of the pumps and for nodes-T and X 
are voltages of the pumps which should be within limits of the 
target values. Flow structures in nodes Q, R, T, and X provide 
necessary conditions for nodes-H, I, K and M respectively. 

Node-S 

This node provides necessary condition for the existence of 
transport function m node-J. Th^s diagram describes the 
functioning of ventilators for the sodium-air heat exchangers in 
principal secondary circuits. The flow of air is controlled by 
the velocity of che ventilator and the angular orientation of the 
vanes. 
These variables are the Performance parameters for this node. If 
all these variables a' » within limits of the target values, the 
transport function in node-J will be available. As there are two 
groups of heat exchangers, one in each circuit, there are four 
performance parameters, two for each ventilator. This node 
gives us tht mfartnation if the control on >e ventiilarcrs is 
working. If the control is not working, the performance 
parameters will deviate from the specified limits of the target 
value and this malfunction will be reflected in node-J in real 
time and then it will propagate to node-D and to node-A. 
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Nodes-U and Z 

These nodes describe the fucntioning of ventilators of 
sodium-air heat exchangers m secondary circuits of emergency and 
test channel respectively. As there is only one ventilator in 
each heat exchanger, there are two performance parameters for 
each flow structure. Rest of the description is similar to 
node-S. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. PURPOSE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The overall purpose of the experiment is to design a 
man-machine interface for operator support for the control room 
of PEC fast reactor. A series of experiments will be performed 
to achieve this goal. The design principle is based on the 
universal laws of conservation of mass and energy. This principle 
looked more lucrative as these laws are applicable in all 
situations, whether predicted or unpredicted. But for this 
assumption to come true the model should truly represent the 
system and the software should be sophisticated enough. The 
specific purpose of this experiment was to learn to model 
complex systems based on MFM method and to see if this 
model fulfils the above requirements and could be used as a tool 
for plant state identification and disturbance analysis. Also to 
see if the operators feel any difficulty in their perception of 
the process from the information presentation in functional 
terms. The next step will be to see the operator response to the 
use of MFM methodology for fault diagnosis and also if added 
information in the form of mimics alongside MFM displays is more 
helpful for the operator and how. A traditional form of 
supervision system using mimic representation of the plant 
alongwith MFM displays is being developed in this laboratory 
for these experiments. Fig.3.1 shows the mimic reorese^.tat:'M 
of general scheme of PEC plant. 

Fig. 3.1 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The set-up for this experiment and location of the equipment 
is shown in Fig. 4.2. The equipment is situated in three 
different buildings. The figure 4.1 shows an overview of the 
experimental control room from the operator's desk. 

Fig. 4.1 

The experimental control room has been designed for all 
research activities on man-machine communication of Applied 
Informatics Lab. of ENEA's research department at Casaccia 
center. None of the computers shown in the fig. 4.2. was 
exclusively meant for the purpose of this experiment, 
particularly the simulator with it's conventional console is used 
for training of the operators. The availability of this 
conventional console will offer us an opportunity to make 
interesting comparative studies and evaluations between 
conventional control system and the use of new input/output 
devices employed in the advanced control room from human factors 
point of view. These experiments are scheduled to be performed 
with the cooperation of Institute of Psycology of Italian 
Research Commitee (CNR). 
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The advanced input/output devices used in the control rooa are: 

- Videographic coaputer (AYDlN's AYCOH 2000) driving 
independently four monitors with 256 colours and 512 by 
512 pixels. 

- Voice input device .TXT, Milan) which is able to 
"recognise 100 isolated speaker-dependent words in real 
time. 

- Voice output device 'TXT, Milan) which synthesizes 
text-to-speech. 

- Large screen projector -BARCO's DATA-III). 
- Touch-screen devices in each aonitor (ESP, Rose). 
- Keyboard, trackerball and joystick. 

The VAX 750 coaputer of the advanced control rooa is 
connected via UMIBUS to PPS 5410 array processor which has an 8M 
PLOPS of computational power. The PEC plant parameters reach VAX 
750 via DECHET froa SEL 3277 simulator which we are able to use 
in real tiae. The implemented SEL/DEC connection channel is full 
duplex IMbit/sec. The DEC to SEL communication will be used for 
experiments to develop operating procedures for mutual control of 
the plant. 

All the software for computational programs are written in 
FORTRAN-77 and programs for graphics are in easy-to-use CAD 
system which has been developed in this laboratory. Now this 
system is integrated w:-.h PICASSO language and an interactive 
system called PICGRAF has bee:, developed in this lab. ( ref .5 •. 
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CHAPTER 5 

S. PROCEDURE 

As has been explained in chapter-4 the simulator is not 
situated in the sane room where MFM diple.- screen and operator's 
terminal is located. For each transient to be simulated, the 
operator of the Simulator was requested on telephone to simulate 
a transient and the experimenter sitting in the advanced control 
room looking at the screen detects the diturbance in MFM network. 
The software of the model is divided in two parts. The first 
part comprises the subroutines for all the 23 nodes which can be 
said to be the limit check program for each node. The other part 
is the program that supervises the scanning of these subroutines 
and presents information to the operator. Morsali'/ node-A is 
before the operator. If there is any malfunction oc disturbance 
detected in any of the nodes, the whole leg of the MFM network 
starting from this r.ode to the highest level goes red, indicating 
that the disturbance started at this node. This is a sort of 
semi expert system which directly indicates where the malfunction 
originated. The operator can choose to display any of the nodes 
by touching the node in the network at the lower left corner. As 
the disturbances propagate up from below, the operator can choose 
to display the nodes from node-A to the lowest node in one leg or 
he can go directly to the lowest node which is showing a 
disturbance. The nodes at higher level can be displayed to see 
how far the disturbance has propagated. As the simulator is a 
training simulator, there are about 50 malfunctions which can be 
simulated. The experiment was performed only with three 
malfunctions; 

a) pump in the north principal primary circuit siezed 
b) rupture in the tube of IHX in north secondary 

circuit 
c) drift in the primary pump control system 

Malfunction(a)—Pump In Primary North Circuit Is Siezed 

Node-A was on the screen when the malfunction was simulated. The 
leg A-G-B-0 in the network in the left corner of the display went 
red indicating that node-0 in this leg had some disturbance. If 
the software detects some malfunctions it checks it's persistence 
for three consective times it scans all the node, and gives the 
indication only if some disturbance remains for three times. So 
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an event is detected at least two seconds after it's occurance as 
the scanning tine of the software through all the nodes is about 
one second. The performance parameter in node-A was within 
limits which showed that the disturbance had not reached this 
node. 

Fig. 5.1 
As we go down in search of malfunctions, node-B was displayed on 
the screen which showed normal state of the system in this node. 
Then node-G was displayed to see if there was any disturbance and 
node-G showed that the performance parameters i.e. the flow rate 
of sodium in the north primary circuit in this node had decreased 
to a very low level but simultaneously the flow rates in south 
primary circuit and primary emergency circuit had increased to 
cross the alarm limits. In this node the operator detects the 
malfunction but he has to decide in which of the three circuits 
there is the malfunction. But the system indicates in the 
network at the lower left section that the malfunction is in 
node-O. So the operator is guided by the system in which 
direction to move. Then node-0 was displayed on the screen which 
showed that the performance parameter for pump in the north 
primary circuit was out of limit which indicated that there was 
something wrong with the pump. Performance parameter for the 
pump in primary south circuit is within limit indicating that it 
was functioning properly. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 shows nodes-A, 
G and 0 respectively in the state of this malfunction. 

Malfunction(b)— Rupture In the Tube Of IHX In North 
Secondary Cicuit 

As in the first case when this malfunction was simulated node-A 
was on the screen. The leg containing nodes-A, D, and I of the 
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retwork went red indicating that there was some disturbance in 
one of these nodes. Node-D was displayed on the screen and it 
was seen that the performance parameter for north secondary 
circuit i.e. temperature of secondary sodium at the miet of 
IHX, had increased a little than the normal value, although it 

Fig. 5.4 

was within the safe limits. We did not wait to see how much time 
it would take to increase the temperature to cross the safe 
limits. Then node-I was displayed to see the malfunction. It 
was seen that the flow rate of sodium in the secondary north 
circuit had decreased than the normal value. The performance 
parameter of the secondary south circuit was at the normal value. 
Prom here the operator could think that the problem was in the 
pump of the secondary south circuit. So r.cde-R was displayed but 
it was seen that the performance parameters for both the pumps, 
for the north and south circuits, were within limits which showed 
that the pumps wre working all right. Here the operator has to 
decide that the malfunction in node-D is because of some leakage 
in the secondary north circuit. This decision is obvious from 
the functional structure of the plant i.e. fig. 2.4 which gives 
the relation of WHY, WHAT and HOW. The system is not able to 
distinguish between the type of leakage i.e. whether it is a 
rupture of a tube or some other leakage, it only gives that there 
is some loss of fluid in the secondary north circuit. Node-D 
and I are shown in fig 5.4 and 5.5 in the state of above referred 
malfunction. 
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Fig. 5.5 
Malfunction*c>- Drift In Control Of Primary Pumps 

This malfunction is almost -he same as the first malfunction 
described above with the Dniy difference that the rate of 
increase of disturbance is very slow. The malfunction is 
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detected by the system when the performance parameters of the 
primary pumps decrease to the warning limit. The diagnostic 
procedure is exactly the same as in the case of malfunction (a>. 
Here it can be seen that the operator can take proper action 
before the disturbance poses any danger to the system. Fig 5.6 
shows node-0 in the state of this malfunction. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The results of this pilot experiment are very encouraging. 
The experiment demonstrated that MFM method has the potential of 
representing complex systems as mass and energy flow structures 
and could be used as a tool for plant state identification and 
disturbance dignosis. The system, as envisaged, could be used as 
a supervision system which provides information to the operator 
about the plant state and leads him to the problem area m the 
system if any abnormal situation occurs. Any control tasks, if 
required, are planned by the operator himself based on this 
information. In the future development it will be useful if the 
system provides some guidance to the operator in control task 
planning also. In the present work in-core dynamic behaviour has 
not been included. It is suggested that reactivity balance could 
be used for representing in-core behaviour in the future 
development of this system. 

In the present work only four levels have been thought to be 
sufficient as further decomposition of the functions, 
representing componenets and equipments, in terms of mass and 
energy flow structures poses problems. MFM method leads the 
operator to the problem area m the aggregation of subsystems 
and/or components. After this diagnosis some other searcr. 
strategy could be followed to pinpoint the exact prociem a.-?. 

Fig. 6.1 
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symptoms search strategy or faults search based on fault tree/CCD 
etc. in knowledge-base software modules for each aggregation. 
This aspect needs further research and development and it is 
hoped that an actual working system could be realized in near 
future. 

The next series of experiments planned, as mentioned in 
chapter-3, is to see the operator response to the MFM methodology 
for plant state identification and disturbance diagnosis and to 
see now difficult it is for him to think in functional terms. 
Also if information presentation to the operator in conventional 
mimic form alongside MFM displays will be more helpful in 
improving his perception of the process. In this regard these 
experiments will be performed in collaboration with the Italian 
Institute of Psycology of CNR. 

Another idea of presentation of qualitative information 
about the overall status of the plant to the operator has been 
envisaged which will be used in next experiments. The idea is 
based on presentation of information in the form of a circle as 
shown in Fig 6.1 and 6.2. The circie is formed by vectors 
starting from it's center. Each vector represents a particular 
plant parameter chosen in view of the goal to be achieved by the 

Fig. 6.2 

system represented in picture. The length of each vector is the 
parameter dynamic value normalized by target value. During 
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normal plant status the vectos will form a perfect circle inside 
the normal status area contained in the green boundaries. In 
case of any malfunction the ratio for some vector/vectors will go 
out of this area and this will bring a distortion to the regular 
shape of the circle and the operator can have an immediate 
qualitative overview of plant status. Figures 6.1 and 6-2 are 
examples of application of this idea on PEC reactor. 
In this case each picture shows only 60 vectors (twelve vectors 
representing each subsystem) but practically many more parameters 
can be displayed in a picture. The first picture shows normal 
plant status and the second the presence of some malfunctions in 
the system. 
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